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Welcome

Chairman’s Report - Spring 2017
In 2016, at both a national and local level,
we celebrated the 300th anniversary of the
birth of Lancelot Brown. Looking forward
to 2018 plans are already afoot to mark
the 200th anniversary of the death of
Humphry Repton, the leading landscape
gardener of later Georgian England
Although not born in Norfolk we can
perhaps claim him as our own. He is
buried at St Michael’s Church at Aylsham.
And at Sheringham Park we have his selfproclaimed masterpiece.
As it happens 2018 is also the 30th
anniversary of the establishment of this
Trust and that provides us with an excuse
for a party. Very hospitably, the owners
of Sheringham Hall have agreed we can
have a drinks party there and we have
provisionally set the 6th July 2018 for this.
This is the date we are working towards
but if you are interested in joining us
please keep looking at future editions
of the News for confirmation. This will
provide our guests with the opportunity of
viewing the park from the gardens at the
Hall.
I anticipate that the next edition of the
News will contain an article about the trip
to see the garden of Sir Roy Strong’s and
his wife the late Julia Trevelyan Oman
in Herefordshire, which the Trust is
arranging for some of its members. The
garden is described as the Sissinghurst of
the late twentieth century, a joint creation
by two people who were at the centre of
the arts in England embracing theatre,
opera, ballet, film, museums, exhibitions,
garden design as well as writing.
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Reverting to Capability Brown, the
Norfolk Gardens Trust brought to print
for the first time a detailed study of his
work in Norfolk, entitled, Capability
Brown in Norfolk. The book will appeal to
those interested in these historical Norfolk
landscapes and the families who lived
there. The book is marvellously illustrated
and is on sale at Jarrolds, Norwich. I wish
to pay tribute to all who were responsible
for the research and writing, most
particularly the Trust’s Vice-Chairman,
Sally Bate, who edited it.
I have heard of a fundraising event which
may be of interest to our members – to be
held at 2.00pm on Monday 16th October
2017 in aid of Priscilla Bacon Lodge at the
Assembly House in Norwich. The Speakers
are Sir Nicholas Bacon, President of the
RHS, James Alexander Sinclair garden
designer and RHS judge and Thomas
Hoblyn garden designer and gold medal
winner at Chelsea and Hampton Court.
Tickets are £25 to include tea. Tickets on
sale from June but to reserve a place email:
mer@croxtonpark.co.uk
As the days start to get longer I am looking
forward to a summer spent in my garden.
With advancing years thoughts turn to the
possibility of grassing over one or two of
the borders – although I shall
resist this for as long as I can.
Enjoy your summer and do
take time to enjoy your own
garden as well as those gardens
you may visit.
Matthew Martin

Norfolk Landscape History

Art in the Landscape
by David Cholmondeley
David Cholmondeley of Houghton Hall writes about the introduction of art
works into a classical landscape as well as the forthcoming exhibition by the
renowned landscape artist, Richard Long.

Houghton Hall from Full Moon Circle

It is now about 14 years since the

NGT first asked me to write about
developments in the Houghton
landscape. The turn of the new century
had been exceptionally busy as we set
about replacing much of the early 18th
century planting on the west side of the
house and re-instating former parkland
beyond the brick ha-ha, which was itself
rebuilt in its entirety. We were using a
map by Thomas Badeslade from around
1720 as evidence, and Professor Tom
Williamson of UEA had advised on the
design and the mix of trees and shrubs

that would have been used in the original
plantings.
Central to the scheme were double
avenues of pleached limes framing the
view to the house, and areas of rough
‘wilderness’, quartered by diagonal
avenues of beech hedging. Looking at
photos from that time it is gratifying to
see how this planting is now coming into
its own and how relatively quickly the
desired effect can be achieved.
It would have been a natural progression
to look, for example, for classical
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‘Capability’
BrownHistory
- Norfolk Gardens History
Norfolk
Landscape

Houghton plan

ornaments to provide focus points at
the end of avenues; indeed I had already
collected groups of 18th century Italian
statues and busts to enliven the formal
design in the walled garden, which had
been replanted several years earlier.
However, around this time my plans
for the grounds took a leap into the
21st century, as I began to see the
importance of adding something of our
own time and discovered the excitement
of working with contemporary artists.
This followed an encounter with James
Turrell and his extraordinary ‘rooms
of light’. Turrell first visited Houghton
around 1998, and a few years later
we commissioned one of his famous
Skyspaces – essentially a viewing chamber
to look at an ever-changing square of
open sky. The original intention was to
construct the chamber underground, but
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logistical problems eventually led to the
design of an oak-clad cube rising on stilts
amongst the trees. Soon after, one of
Turrell’s dark interior spaces replaced the
iron tank in the Palladian water tower,
which stands half a mile to the north-east
of the house, giving a contemporary twist
to an 18th century folly.
Budget constraints, and the organization
necessary to get projects off the ground,
meant slow progress in acquiring and
placing art works (‘sculpture’ can be a
misleading term) – whether site-specific
commissions, or older work. Wherever
possible, we invited artists to take part in
positioning the pieces themselves. This
was very much the case with Richard
Long, one of our greatest and most
original talents, whom I met through his
gallerist and friend, Lorcan O’Neill.

Norfolk Landscape History

Top: Houghton Cross
Above: Richard Long at work at Houghton

Central to Richard Long’s practice
are his walks in the landscape, which
are largely documented through text
works – enigmatic (and often highly
poetical) lists of sightings or occurrences
along the way. In exhibitions these texts
are usually arranged vertically in large
capitals. During the walks, he would
sometimes make lines or circles out of
stone or whatever materials lay to hand.
Black-and-white photographs (taken by
the artist) were usually the sole evidence
as the works themselves may be hundreds
of miles from any habitation, high up
in the mountains. These simple forms,
created on the spur of the moment, have
a Zen-like quality, but also seem to hark
back to the ritualistic or religious vestiges
of early civilizations.
Richard would also make this sort
of work without a specific walk as
context but nevertheless rooted in a
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particular landscape. Then there are
his wall paintings using river mud or
china clay on monochrome or twotoned backgrounds, as well as smallerscale works on driftwood or other
found materials. However, these twodimensional pieces are always made with
the hands, never with a brush. As with
tribal art there is an immediacy and a
‘oneness’ with nature. Certainly, one
experiences
Long’s
work quite
differently
in a natural
setting than
in a museum
gallery.
Richard
responded to
the Houghton
landscape
by creating a
large circle of
overlapping
rough-hewn
slates in
Full Moon Circle from above
the middle
of the East
View, about 200 yards from the house.
Finishing the laying of slates by winter
moonlight, the piece looked almost
like a lunar landscape. With the artist’s
generous participation Full Moon Circle
was eventually moved to the west side
of the house where it was relatively free
of drifts of autumn leaves. From the
house it can be seen from the house
shimmering like water in the distance:
close-up – set half within the demi-lune
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of the ha-ha bastion – the piece seems
to undulate as one walks around it, the
texture subtly changing with the light and
different atmospheric conditions.
Then a few years ago, as we were
preparing for a show of James Turrell’s
light pieces (Lightscape, 2013) I met up
with Richard to discuss the possibility of
an exhibition in the Houghton landscape.
This idea gradually took shape, and
Lorcan O’Neill
agreed to curate
alongside the
artist himself.
Richard
eventually
decided to
produce a
number of new
outdoor pieces
to complement
‘Full Moon
Circle’,
including a
‘henge’ of tree
stumps and a
60-metre line
using local
Norfolk carr
stone. In addition, there will be a flint
and slate circle in the middle of the Stone
Hall – the very centre of the house – and
mud works covering five arches in each of
the recessed arcades of the wings. Finally,
the gallery spaces on the ground floor will
be used for groups of smaller pieces, text
works, photographs and documentation.
It will be Richard Long’s most
comprehensive show since his Tate
retrospective in 2009, and perhaps the

Norfolk Landscape History

Top: A Line in Norfolk
Above: Wildneress planting on West Front

only time that such a large group of his
work has been presented in a landscape
setting.
Meanwhile we are continuing to build up
the permanent collection in the grounds,
with works by Rachel Whiteread,
Stephen Cox, Anya Gallaccio, Jeppe
Hein, Zhan Wang and Phillip King,
as well as by Turrell and Richard
Long. Most pieces are sited within the

wilderness areas on the West Front, but
some are located in woodland near the
house, in the walled garden and in the
stables.
I count myself extremely fortunate to
have the opportunity to work with
some of the most interesting artists of
our time and it is a privilege both for
me and my family to live amongst their
extraordinary creations. Yet perhaps the
greatest pleasure and reward is being
able to share this with our visitors and I
hope that Houghton will become firmly
on the circuit for all those interested in
landscape art, as well as for schools and
colleges in our region and beyond.
The exhibition featuring Richard Long’s
work can be seen at Houghton Hall from the
30th April to the 29th October. Check the
website: www. Houghtonhall.com
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The Increase of Landscape Parks in Norfolk in the
Nineteenth Century By Becky Priestley
In the nineteenth century there was an

explosion of interest in gardens; this is
especially true of the ‘Victorian flower
garden’ in the period after 1840. This
interest coincided with the apparent
decline of landscape parks as observed in
both nineteenth century and secondary
literature . But does it apply to Norfolk?
This article will discuss the increase in
landscape parks in Norfolk between 1797
and the 1890s.

indicates that this first period was a time
of intense park making.
But in the second period, in the six
decades between Bryant’s map (1826)
and the first edition OS map (1890),
only 126 parks were created, taking the
number from 518 to 644 (Figure 3). This
is only an increase of 24.32% which is
a much smaller figure than the increase
in the early nineteenth century. The

In 1797 when Faden’s
map of Norfolk was
published there
were 197 parks in
Norfolk (Figure 1).
In the nineteenth
century the total
increase in landscape
parks in Norfolk was
447, a total increase
of 227% between
the publication of
Faden’s map and the
Figure 1 Parks from Faden’s 1797 map of Norfolk plotted onto a 1st edition 6inch OS map
first edition 6 inch
Ordnance Survey.
smaller increase after 1826 coincides
Breaking down the increase into sections,
with the rise in popularity of gardens,
it appears that the biggest increase in the
which is often thought to have occurred
number of parks happened in the first
in the Victorian era, suggesting that the
period – the two decades between the
eighteenth century fashion for landscape
publication of Faden’s 1797 map and of
parks was declining in popularity as the
Bryant’s 1826 map (Figure 2). Between
century went on.
the emergence of these two maps 321
new parks were created, bringing the
Overall there was a large increase in the
total number of parks in Norfolk up
number of parks. Many were small, up to
from 197 to 518. This 163% increase
100 hectares, or middling, between 100
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first edition 6 inch
OS map appeared
in 1890, the secular
ownership of parks
had dipped to
79% but the small
increase of religious
ownership to 21%
shows that religious
parks were being
formed at a faster
rate than secular
parks over this
period.
Figure 2 Parks from Bryants 1826 map of Norfolk plotted onto a 1st edition 6inch OS map

The analysis of these
maps therefore shows
that despite changes
in the pattern of
ownership, landscape
parks in Norfolk
were certainly not
abandoned during
the nineteenth
century. So while
gardens may have
become more
popular throughout
the nineteenth
century, landscape
Figure 3 Parks published on the 1st edition 6 inch OS map (1890)
parks in one form or
another remained a part of the Norfolk
and 400 hectares in size rather than the
landscape.
development of new large parks over 400
hectares.
Becky was awarded a NGT scholarship at UEA where
The parks on Bryant’s map and the OS
maps can be separated into two categories:
either secular parks or ‘religious’ parks i.e.
those attached to parsonages. On Bryant’s
map of 1826, 85% of parks were under
secular ownership and 15% were owned
by religious establishments. When the

she studied for a Masters in Landscape History. She
researched nineteenth century Landscape Parks in Norfolk
for her dissertation, with additional research done into
landscapes and ecology, ancient woodlands and country
houses.
1. A. Clayton-Payne and B. Elliott, Victorian Flower Gardens,
(London, 1988) and J. Davies, The Victorian Flower Garden,
(London, 1991)
2. Elliott , B., Victorian Gardens, (London, 1986),
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The ‘come up again border’
By Sara Tenneson

One of the most celebrated features of

any garden is the herbaceous border;
just walking down the double borders at
RHS Wisley or visiting the Alcove Walk
at Arley in Cheshire, which was much
praised by Gertrude Jekyll, is always a
feast for the eye and balm for the soul.
The herbaceous border was at its peak
during the late nineteenth century up to
the First World War, it was considered
de rigueur for any society hostess to have
an herbaceous border, it was where you
walked with your guests after luncheon
or strolled before tea. When trying to
explain what an herbaceous border was,

Borders at Arley
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one very grand Edwardian hostess was
heard to exclaim ‘oh that’s the come up
again border’.
You may be forgiven for thinking that
it was an invention of the latter part of
the nineteenth century when William
Robinson, a contemporary of Jekyll, and
who wrote The English Flower Garden,
claimed to have invented it not just once
but twice! In fact, it has a much longer
history back to the days of the monastery
when a limited palette of herbaceous
flowers, such as the gilly flower, were
grown to decorate the church and the

Garden History

Parterre at Vaux

altar. As gardens became less utilitarian,
flowers began to flourish particularly
with the Italian Renaissance and their
ordering of the garden. But to find the
beginning of the herbaceous border
we need to look at the grand French
parterres of Louis XIV.
The fashion for displaying flowers in
seventeenth century France was in the
parterre, an ornamental section or
terrace of the Pleasure Garden. There
were different types of parterre but the
principal style evolved into and became
known as the parterre en broderie.
Within this style were rectangular flower
borders, called plate bande, meaning a
strip of land. These were planted with
small clipped evergreens and between

these trees a variety of short stemmed
flowers were planted.
It was Royal Gardeners London and
Wise who introduced this style of
gardening to England at the beginning
of the eighteenth century with their
book The Retir’d Gard’ner of 1706,
in which they describe and illustrate a
flower border or plate bande. They are
precise in their instruction to plant in
regular rills allowing four inches between
plants and planting both along and
across to form a grid. This system was
for bulbous roots with small flowers on
either side with the centre reserved for
plants ‘of a large kind’, which would
give a graduation to the border. In
1719, Richard Bradley, who wrote New
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Improvements
of Planting and
Gardening, takes
this a step further
by suggesting that
the border should
be divided in ‘one
third for PerAnnual Plants, one
third for Bulbous
Rooted Plants and
the like proportion
for annuals’, which
created a succession
of herbaceous
planting from
spring to autumn.
By the middle of
the eighteenth
century these
Borders at Sandringham (Gardeners Chronicle)
graduated rows were
starting to soften,
grouping of plants has changed and now
with a variety of plants of differing
we see clumping of species into groups of
height, colour and flowering times
five, which would had added both colour
being used. One example of this new
and texture to the borders. Goodwood
style of planting was at Goodwood, with
may have been one of the first to move
a specification for three borders for
away from the confines of the parterre
Charles Lennox, Duke of Richmond,
concept and display herbaceous borders
dated October 1735. It is thought that
as a stand-alone design.
these specifications were by Phillip
As the eighteenth century progressed,
Miller, Curator of the Chelsea Physic
the landscape movement became the
Garden. There are no drawings or plans
dominant force in garden design, and
for these borders but lists of plants and
arguably the flower border or bed
the instructions from Miller on how they
was of little importance, but as more
should be planted. These three borders
were backed with brick walls, and fronted herbaceous perennials were introduced
it survived, although it was ‘around the
with gravel paths. The use of topiary was
corner’ or ‘tucked away’ from the house.
dropped and only herbaceous perennial
plants and bulbs were used. What is most It came back into prominence during the
early years of the nineteenth century, led
interesting with these instructions is the
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Borders at Sandringham East Garden

by John Claudius Loudon. Loudon was
perhaps the strongest voice to promote
the return of the flower garden close to
the house; a keen follower of Repton he
wrote ‘the situation of the flower-garden
as of every scene devoted to flowers
should be near the house’, adding that
‘Repton strongly recommends this
practice’. It was Loudon who gave us the
term ‘herbaceous border’, when he listed
the species and varieties of perennial
herbaceous border flowers in his first An
Encyclopaedia of Gardening in 1822.
During the middle of the nineteenth
century the craze was for the new
bedding system, fuelled by the
introduction of tender plants from
hotter climates, such as pelargoniums

from South Africa and begonias,
calceolarias and petunias from the
Americas. But the herbaceous perennials
survived, championed by such eminent
horticulturists and writers as Charles
McIntosh and Donald Beaton, who
spoke out for these ’beautiful border
flowers’. They started to gain support
with nurseries such as J. Sutton and
Sons of Reading who were offering a
wide selection of hardy border plants
in their 1839 broadsheet. Articles were
appearing in the horticultural press
of the day, extolling the benefits of
herbaceous perennials. Gardening books
were beginning to appear with chapters
on the cultivation and growing of
herbaceous perennials. Shirley Hibberd,
a prominent gardener and writer in the
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late nineteenth century, wrote, ‘the hardy
herbaceous border is the best feature of
the garden’.

borders in the grounds with a total
frontage of 530 yards varying in width
from nine to thirty-three feet.

The herbaceous border was taken up
by society who preferred these gentle
flowers to the bedding craze which one
commentator of the time described ‘as a
tyranny of fashion one for the rich and
great’. The style of gardens in the latter
part of the nineteenth century started to
change to a softer more informal style,
reflecting ‘old world gardens’ with a basic
layout of walls and hedged enclosures
and the herbaceous border.

The most impressive of these
Sandringham borders were in the walled
14-acre East Garden. The garden is
divided by a central path 310 yards long
(the length of three football pitches) and
on each side of the path were twelvefoot deep borders filled with a variety
of herbaceous and annual plants, which
gave colour from early spring to late
autumn. These borders were backed
with six-foot-high iron trellis with cordon
apple and pear trees. It is said that the
King and Queen used to drive up the
central path taking their house guests for
afternoon tea in the Dairy and to admire
the splendour of their own ‘come up
again borders’.

One of the grandest of all herbaceous
borders was here in Norfolk at
Sandringham House. The estate had
been bought by the then Prince of
Wales in 1862 as a country retreat. In
the 1870s the Prince, with the help of
William Broderick Thomas, started
to develop the garden adding lakes, a
Pulhamite rock garden as well as an
extensive walled garden. The head
gardener, Mr Thomas Cook, wrote of the
extensive herbaceous and mixed flower
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Sara Tenneson is a garden historian with a particular
interest in the late Victorian and Edwardian Garden.
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Shakespeare: a winter’s tale of spring
by Jackie Bennett

For William Shakespeare, the season of
spring formed the bookends of his life.
He was born on April 23rd 1564 and
was buried on the same day 52 years
later. Coincidence of course but it was
not, perhaps, a coincidence that when he
needed to draw on flowers in his plays
it was those that bloom early in the year
that captivated him the most.
When daffodils begin to peer,
With heigh, the doxy over the dale,
Why then comes in the sweet o’ the year,
[The Winter’s Tale (Act 4, Scene 3)]

When Shakespeare was writing The
Winter’s Tale in the winter of 1609 he
was a middle aged man. He was probably

back home at New Place in Stratfordupon-Avon and his thoughts were
turning to youth, the yearning for a long
winter to end, and the coming of spring.
For Shakespeare, flowers represented his
past – his ‘spring’. In the play, Perdita
is hosting a sheep-shearing feast and
welcomes her guests with flowers. But
they are the wrong flowers – they are
the ‘hot’ flowers of middle summer and
middle age, not of youth. She says:
I would I had some flowers of spring that
might become your time of day
...and daffodils,
That come before the swallow dares, and take
The winds of March with beauty; ...
[The Winter’s Tale (Act 4, Scene 4)]

The restored knot garden at New Place, Stratford upon Avon, Shakespeare’s home from 1597 to his death in 1616
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In the 19th and early 20th century the cottage where William Shakespeare met Anne Hathaway became
one of the most painted and photographed cottage gardens in the world. This painting is by William
Wells Quatremain in 1900. Credit: Shakespeare Birthplace Trust SBT

The native daffodil that Shakespeare
would have known is Narcissus
pseudonarcissus, which is happiest in
damp meadows and woodland edges.
It is increasingly rare but the best
displays in the wild are still found in
Gloucestershire – the neighbouring
county to Shakespeare’s Warwickshire.
The woodland margins and meadows
close to the River Avon, the River
Stour, and the brook beside Anne
Hathaway’s cottage are all locations
where Shakespeare could have seen
wild daffodils growing. The name
daffodil has its origin in the Old English
‘affodyle’ – meaning that which comes
early – and the word can be traced back
to the Greek asphodelus. By the 12th
century writers were mentioning it as a
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good flower to grow in gardens although
anyone who has tried to naturalise it in
a dry lawn will know that it can be fussy

Garden History

Pages from The Herball or General Historie of Plants by John Gerard, a contemporary of Shakespeare,
published in 1597. Credit SBT (Daisies & Daffodils.)

about conditions, needing a dampish soil
to really spread and form a colony.

One genus he returns to time and time
again is Primula:

His contemporary, the plantsman John
Gerard, confirms that “the common
wilde daffodil growth wilde in fields
and sides of woods in the west parts
of England”. Scholars believe that
Shakespeare had a copy of Gerard’s
The Herball or General Historie of
Plants published in 1597 and often cite
this as the reason he was able to name
more than 200 individual plants in his
works. does not however, explain, how
Shakespeare was able to conjure up such
detailed images of these flowers.

And in the wood, where often you and I
Upon faint primrose beds were wont to lie,
Midsummer Night’s Dream (Act, Scene 1)
In gardens of the time, primulas of all
types were widely grown, within knot
gardens and in more simple garden
settings. They were essentially wild
flowers, collected and transplanted to
gardens and then increased by division.
Primrose and cowslips appeared
everywhere - on fabrics and textiles,
in paintings and even on stained glass
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windows. In The Winter’s
Tale, Perdita recognises
the difference between
‘pale’ primroses and ‘bold
oxlips’. The ‘faintness’ of
the colour might be true
– Gerard refers to Primula
vulgaris as the wild white
primrose. However, we
wouldn’t call the true oxlip,
Primula elatior, particularly
‘bold’ so Shakespeare may
have been referring to one
of the naturally occurring
crosses, which we now call
the false oxlip. Botanists in
Warwickshire tell me that
P. elatior – the true oxlip – is
not known as a wild flower
in the county, so it maybe
that Shakespeare didn’t
know it either.
Cowslips (Primula veris)
are picked out for special
attention in Cymbeline
where they are called
‘cinque-spotted’ – a good
description of the five
darker markings inside
the flower. They are also
referred to in Henry V in
Pages from The Herball or General Historie of Plants by John Gerard, a
this speech by the Duke of
contemporary of Shakespeare, published in 1597. Credit SBT (Daisies & Daffodils.)
Burgundy comparing the
state of France to an untended meadow:
Primula veris is a food plant for the Duke of
Burgundy butterfly – was this Shakespeare
That even mead, that erst brought sweetly
echoing an old name for the butterfly or
forth
later naturalists turning to Shakespeare
The freckled cowslip, burnet and sweet clover,
when a name was needed? Shakespeare
Wanting the scythe, uncorrected, rank,
certainly gave us the benefit of his
Henry V (Act 5, Scene 2)
botanical knowledge - only close scrutiny
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he knows from his youth - daisies, violas,
lady’s smocks, primulas and daffodils.
That knowledge is gleaned from long
observation and not pulled straight from
the pages of Gerard’s Herball.

The Soest portrait of Shakespeare is based on the more
famous Chandos portrait by John Taylor, which depicts
William in his mid-forties – around the time he wrote
The Winter’s Tale. (Credit: SBT)

of a cowslip would reveal that it is the
ideal size for a sprite like Ariel in The
Tempest: ‘In a cowslip’s bell I lie.’
As his life oscillated between London
and Stratford, Shakespeare’s knowledge
of gardening techniques and cultivated
plants grew. By the time of writing The
Winter’s Tale in his late forties, with a
house and garden of his own at New
Place, he had time to reflect on these
new methods, being used to produce,
for example, carnations and streaked
gillyflowers of which Perdita says: “I’ll
not put the dibble in earth to set one slip
of them”. Shakespeare is clearly aware of
the debates about propagation, art, and
‘improving’ nature, yet seems most at
home with the wild and simple flowers

Jackie Bennett is a gardening writer and author of
Shakespeare’s Gardens (photographs by Andrew Lawson,
Frances Lincoln Publishers). The book was short- listed
for the Garden Media Guild Inspirational Book of the
Year Award 2016. The Shakespeare Birthplace Trust
cares for all Shakespeare’s family homes and gardens in
Stratford-upon-Avon. www.shakespeare.org.uk Jackie lives
in west Norfolk and her earlier book The Writer’s Garden
has just been issued in paperback.

HELP!
We are seeking
volunteers to help serve
tea at our garden events.
Any help supporting
the NGT would be
welcome!
Please contact Karen
Moore at: moore.
karen@icloud.com
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Ninety Years of the National Gardens Scheme in Norfolk
by Julia Stafford Allen

The NGS is unique in combining the
joy of garden visiting with fund raising.
Last year over 3,800 private gardens
nationally opened their gates to the
public and raised £2.7 million for
nursing charities. The NGS is the single
biggest donor to both Macmillan Cancer
Support and Marie Curie.
When founded in 1927 the NGS
was initially about the care of people
rather than the care of gardens. District
Nursing had been set up in Liverpool in
1859, becoming the Queen Victoria’s
Jubilee Institute for Nurses and later
the Queen’s Nursing Institute (QNI).
Queen Alexandra became the patron
and when she died in 1925 the QNI set
up a Memorial Fund. In searching for
ideas on how to raise money, a member
of the committee, Miss Elsie Wagg,
reputedly suggested: “We have got all
these beautiful gardens in this country
and hardly anyone sees them except their
owners and their friends; why don’t we
ask some of them to open next year for
the appeal?” That was how the NGS
began.
A tradition of garden visiting already
existed in England but was limited to
the aristocracy and the ‘well-connected’
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Elsie Wagg by John Singer Sargent ca 1893.
Photograph courtesy of Sotheby’s, Inc. © 2017

during the 16th and 17th centuries;
however, the Georgian era saw visitor
numbers increase when it was considered
‘good taste’ to visit a garden. The
Victorians encouraged the creation
of public parks and some of the large
estates like Chatsworth began to open
their gates. On occasion the Gardeners’
Chronicle, established by John Loudon
in 1826, highlighted the benefits of
garden visiting, even suggesting that
‘getting out and looking at other gardens
was better than consulting a book’.
Miss Wagg’s idea of visiting gardens and

NGS History
gardens agreed to
open in Norfolk
(figure 3). All
gardens charged a
shilling and over
£8,000 was raised
(a quarter of a
million pounds
today). The scheme
was not only a
resounding success
but it had also
created a landmark
in social equality
by providing equal
District Nurse Jenny Wolfe, Gotherington, Gloucestershire, 1895
access to all. The
Photo courtesy: Queen’s Nursing Institute (QNI)
fact that anyone
could pay a shilling at the gate and
donating the proceeds to charity was,
wander freely throughout the garden was
however, a novel concept.
a new phenomenon, and whilst intended
The response of garden owners wishing
initially as a one-off memorial, it became
to participate was larger than anyone
an annual event.
could have imagined and 609 gardens
By 1931 a network of volunteer County
opened in 1927. George V agreed to
Organisers had been set up with Mrs.
open Sandringham, which had been
J Coleman being the first in Norfolk,
his mother’s favourite residence and
remaining in post until 1946 and
home for the last years of her life. Twelve
opening her own garden Crown Point,
Norwich for many years.

Figure 3. Sandringham House Garden 1930

Blickling Hall

Manor House,
Thornham

Drove House,
Thornham

The Manor House,
Framingham Pigot

Framingham Hall,
Framingham Earl

Melton Constable
Hall

Hall Barn

Sandringham

Hunstanton Hall

The Pleasuance,
Overstrand

Kilverstone Hall

Wiveton Hall

The twelve Norfolk gardens that opened in 1927
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The list of gardens grew into a book,
with the tradition of the yellow cover
being introduced in 1949. Norfolk
properties on the front cover have
included Apple Tree Cottage, Brancaster,
Sandringham House, and Manor House
Farm, Wellingham. The Book has
recently been renamed Gardens to Visit
with each county now producing its own
booklet.
During WWII many gardens closed
although some in the early years
remained open with Sandringham
opening throughout. Support for the
nurses was popular, the enjoyment of
garden visiting was deemed to be good
for morale, and on a more practical note
many of the gardens provided valuable

examples of how to grow vegetables
to sustain the war effort. However,
takings were low with gardens such as
Beachamwell Hall raising just £1 in 1941.
Many properties, such as Blickling Hall,
were requisitioned during the war and it
was following the death of the owner in
1940 that the estate was bequeathed to
the National Trust (NT). In that post-war
era the NGS offered to donate funding
to the Trust to help restore and preserve
important gardens and in return (for a
time) the NT opened many of its gardens
for the NGS.
The establishment of the National
Health Service in 1948 meant in theory
that District Nurses no longer had to
rely on charitable donations. However,
the QNI continued and it was thought
appropriate, not least because of its
popularity, to maintain the annual
garden scheme as part of the QNI. The
NGS itself became an independent
charity in 1980.

The early days of district nursing
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It is hard to imagine a time before the
days of garden centres and specialist

NGS History

Photo: Courtesy of Maire Curie

nurseries. However, by
1937 plant sales at NGS
gardens were becoming
popular. Visitors could not
only see what was growing,
but also they could buy it.
After a decade of opening
Bressingham Hall for the
NGS, Alan Bloom started
his family-run nursery
specializing in perennials
in1964.
Gardens in the early years
were quite large, in a rural
setting, and often of historical interest.
Small gardens, frequently in a village
or town have been the most notable
recent introduction. With a strong sense
of design, a plethora of planting and
sometimes as part of a group opening,
they still display a good standard of
horticulture.
One of the NGS’s most potent
attractions is the fact that a great majority
of its gardens are privately owned and
not accessible at other times. The joy
of either opening or visiting a garden
is the opportunity to learn, admire and
share in the season’s triumphs – or even
disasters!
Over 70 gardens will be open in 2017
throughout
Norfolk and with a
season that begins
in February and
runs to October,
there will be
surely a garden for
everyone to enjoy.

Alan Bloom - Bressingham Gardens.
Photography courtesy of Jaime Blake

www.ngs.org.uk
Julia has a RHS diploma in Horticulture and recently
completed her MA in Garden History at the University
of Bristol. She is mother of four, gardens with two Jack
Russells and is Co-County Organiser of Norfolk National
Gardens Scheme.
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Permaculture in Norfolk
by Cath Saunt

Even in the dead of winter there’s

a sense of purpose at Tumbler Hill
allotments. Karen Bek, a co-ordinator
at the ESCAPE garden in Swaffham
is showing volunteers how to weave a
hedgerow basket with willow that they
coppice here and at the Grange (amongst
other places ) – a separate permaculture
project for refugees and asylum seekers
a few miles away. These gardens and a
third at Walnut Farm at Southburgh
have drawn inspiration from teachers like
Hannah Thorogood who came across
permaculture in New Zealand.
Bill Mollison and David Holmgren
coined the term ‘permaculture’ in
Australia in the late 1970s. It takes
its cue from the natural world. In a
permaculture garden, plants are allowed
to self-sow, to thrive where conditions
suit them. Trees, shrubs, perennials
and self-sown annuals provide food and
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The principles of permaculture
Observe and interact
Apply self-regulation and feedback
Design from patterns to details
Use and value diversity
Catch and store energy
Use and value renewable resources
and services
Integrate rather than segregate
Use edges and value the marginal
Obtain a yield
Produce no waste
Use small slow solutions
Creatively use and respond to change
flowers year after year, creating an edible
wildlife haven. It’s managed – but with
a light touch which belies the amount of
planning based on twelve principles.
There are two double allotments and a
neighbouring community
orchard of 150 plum, pear,
cherry, quince and apple
– many of them local
varieties. Karen and one
of the volunteers, William,
who’s in his twenties and
looks like a red-bearded
Viking, point out solar
panels, a wormery and
compost heaps. A survey
has revealed numerous
species of plants as well as
birds and smaller animals.

Alternative Gardening

Karen thinks this is down to the range
of plants here – many of them heritage
and heirloom varieties. “They’re yummy,
scrummy fruit and vegetables that you
can’t find in the supermarket,” she says.
The garden is part of Family Action, a
national charity that runs the well-family
service from Swaffham Community
Hospital. Currently it offers four
days a week of ecotherapy to about
50 vulnerable people. It’s hoping to
reintroduce a fifth day if it can find
more funding. Overall there are about
150 people who help the two part time
co-ordinators: Karen and her colleague
Katy Fullilove. William has been coming
here for three years and calls it “a spot of
paradise”.
The garden’s becoming more self-reliant.
Partners include the College of West
Anglia (who pay Karen and Katy to
deliver horticulture courses), local shops
and cafes (who buy their produce) and
Swaffham town council who purchase
bedding plants from them. There’s also
talk of setting up a shop at the Green

Britain Centre near the
wind turbine just off the
A47 where they hope to
sell their plants, willow
sculptures, hurdles and bird
boxes. Plant fairs are also a
great earner for them.
The three polytunnels are
productive even in January,
yielding winter salads and
oriental brassicas like pak
choi and mustard greens. In
front of them is a group of
young trees in beds edged
with woven willow. “They’re cherries,”
says William. And Karen explains that
this is their small version of a forest
garden that will soon see the medicinal
plants and herbaceous flowers, which are
planted underneath, burst back into life.
It was designed by her co-worker Katy
Fullilove, a keen “permie”. Karen says
it attracts beneficial insects and natural
predators which helps build a resilience
to pests. There are also three honey bee
colonies here – good pollinators in this
vibrant therapeutic garden.
Another forest garden’s been planted
at Walnut Farm, Southburgh by former
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photographer, Lee Jenkins who now
runs courses on permaculture. When
I visited a couple of weeks earlier, Lee
told me his “food forest” included
unfamiliar but suitable varieties like
American chokeberry as well as more
well known fruiting shrubs and trees.
Lee also coppices willow and hazel and
other wood provides heating for the
fifteenth century farmhouse and granary
that he lets as holiday homes. He’s been
inoculating decomposing logs with
mushroom and fungi spores to see if he
can obtain yet another yield from his
forest garden. Woodpeckers are common
here along with kingfishers, buzzards and
Robert Hart was one of the first in
the UK to develop a forest garden
more than fifty years ago. Several
layers or storeys of fruiting trees,
shrubs and vines are underplanted
with perennial and annual herbs and
vegetables creating a self-watering,
self-fertilising eco-system. Since then
they’ve become more common.
owls. Damsel and dragon flies, frogs and
toads seem to thrive on the edges of the
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large pond that sits to one side of the
main farm house.
Just as I’m preparing to leave Karen and
William beckon me through another
gate to a small sensory garden and an
allotment with tall raised beds. William,
the red haired Viking, tells me the
sensory garden is particularly attractive to
people like himself with autism. He and
Karen agree that he’s found gardening
here a transformative experience. He’s
no longer shy and withdrawn. Last year
he gave the Lord Lieutenant a guided
tour and he’s gained so much selfconfidence that Karen asked him to
be her assistant teacher on some of the
courses she delivers. She says he has an
encyclopaedic knowledge
of plants and their uses.
His eyes sparkle when
he and Karen search out
their favourite scented
pelargonium, “Attar of
Roses” and hold it up for
me to smell.
Another of the volunteer
gardeners is former
graphic designer Sarah
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Green. She had extreme anxiety when
she started coming two years ago after
what she describes as a “stressful life
event”. She’s gone on to Easton and
Otley College near Norwich to train as
a florist and she’s just started her own
business which includes growing her
own flowers.
In Norfolk, permaculture gardens are
building communities. They’re bringing

people together, encouraging them
to connect once again with the world
around them.
Cath Saunt is a local radio journalist. She’s been
gardening for twenty five years and enjoys growing food
and cooking it.
Links:
Escape Project/Swaffham Community Orchard
http://swaffhamorchard6.wixsite.com/familyaction
Escape Project Facebook Page https://www.facebook.com/
groups/481728421874507/
Family Action http://www.heron.nhs.uk/heron/
organisationdetails.aspx?id=19315
Permaculture UK - https://www.
permaculture.org.uk/
Walnut Farm http://walnutfarm.co/
The Grange http://thegrangenorfolk.org.uk/
Hannah Thorogood, permaculture
teacher http://the-inkpot.com/
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Art in the Garden
by Clive Lloyd

In Spring 2016 The Royal Academy

staged an exhibition, ‘Painting the
Modern Garden: from Monet to
Matisse’. Monet’s water lilies were,
perhaps unsurprisingly, the stars of the
show and he himself said that it was
perhaps because of flowers that he had
become a painter. That show included
120 works and – in a grand sweep of the
crucial period of the 1860s to the 1920s

– aimed to illustrate the role of gardens
in the evolution of western art in general.
Another exhibition held in Norfolk from
June to September that year reversed the
telescope and examined the role of one
garden in the development of one artist
in particular.
In his solo exhibition ‘The Painted
Garden’, Martin Kinnear recounted a
deeply personal vision of how painting

‘Everything You Can Imagine Is Real’ (c) Martin Kinnear 2015. 60”x72”. “How the mud of
the winter beds suddenly changed into a moving mass of flowers”.
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While Others Wasted Time Growing Flowers (c) Martin Kinnear 2015. 48”x96”

his garden near North Creake became a
mirror of his recovery from a devastating
stroke suffered in 2004 when he was in
his mid-30s. Gardens invite a certain
introspection and as he said, “Late
summer turned to winter” .
Martin and his wife Jane started their
new life when they moved in 2007 to
Norfolk to establish the Norfolk Painting
School, then in the old schoolhouse at
North Creake (now their New British
Gallery). Through teaching his painting
courses Martin became deeply immersed
in the painting techniques of artists as
diverse as Rembrandt and Emil Nolde;
his back catalogue shows he is just as
comfortable with the classical ‘indirect’
manner – building up a picture through
the application of several transparent
glazes – as with the Impressionists’
direct application of opaque paint. His
technique (and confidence) is sufficiently
strong that he has demonstrated live,

at national exhibitions, how to paint a
full size copy of Monet’s Water Lilies
using the artist’s palette and techniques.
But until now Kinnear’s own paintings
have tended to be focused on the North
Norfolk landscape and coastline so his
many followers will recognise this new
work on The Painted Garden as a radical
departure.
In 2014 the Kinnears were offered
tenancy of nearby Shammer House – a
Georgian farmhouse with a beautiful
walled garden that had been designed by
the previous occupants. As a landscape
painter Martin’s original intention was
to paint the surrounding countryside but
he found his attention gravitated to the
garden, increasingly compelled to capture
its seasonal changes. As someone said,
a painting is just pigment on a canvas:
what you see is the projection of the
artist’s personality. Martin Kinnear’s new
works therefore seem to come from a
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‘Things Change’ (c) Martin Kinnear 2015. 36”x48”. ’Things Change’ is presented as a meditation on the transience
of success, prompted by a late summer storm that destroyed many fragile blooms. There is darkness amongst the colour.

deeply personal place that he associates
with his road to recovery.
It is not easy to define the allure of
gardens since each one of us sees
things differently: some will enjoy the
absorption and tranquillity that comes
from the physical side of gardening,
some will know the common name of
most garden plants (perhaps even the
Linnean binomial), but, as Kinnear says,
these paintings are not about botanical
accuracy. Instead, “abstract feelings
require abstraction”. For example,
‘While Others Wasted Time’, above, is
said to have been inspired by an unloved
part of the border that just became more
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beautiful by neglect, which Kinnear saw
as giving himself permission to change
and grow. Jane Kinnear chose this as
a signature piece that summarised her
husband’s approach to life.
What each of us takes from a beautiful
garden is hard to define but it is
something more than the individual
plants and – without getting too
highfalutin – hopefully something
sublime. By not looking too closely,
Martin Kinnear’s new paintings capture
just that. This is best summed up in
the caption to ‘I Can Never Be All The
People I Want To Be’, a picture of the
large wisteria outside Shammer House

Art and Gardens

I Can Never Be All the People I Want To Be (c) Martin Kinnear 2015. 60”x72”.

that Martin had tried unsuccessfully to
paint several times. With paintings – as
with gardens – the conclusion was that
“success came from being happy with
what one has”.
Find out more about Martin Kinnear
and The Norfolk Painting School at:
www.norfolkpaintingschool.com
Clive Lloyd edits the NGT News with his wife Sue Roe.
He also writes about the Arts & Crafts Movement and the
history, buildings, decorative arts of Norwich and Norfolk.
Visit https://colonelunthanksnorwich.com

‘Study X’ © Martin Kinnear 2015. 20”x24”.
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A Year at Elsing Hall
by Sarah Scott

If you were part of the NGT visit to

Elsing Hall last June you may have met
me. I was working in the walled garden
that day - tidying up the irises - and
I remember chatting to visitors and
explaining my role. At that point I was
halfway through a year-long training
placement at Elsing, which was arranged
by WGFA (The Women’s Farm and
Garden Association) and is specifically
designed for people who want to retrain
as gardeners. I worked two days each
week under the supervision of Patrick
Lines and Han Yang Yap, owners of
Elsing Hall, and of Robin Mahoney,
Head Gardener.
I’ve always loved gardening but taking
very early retirement gave me the perfect
opportunity to develop my skills and
knowledge to a new level. Alongside
the placement at Elsing, I took the
RHS certificate course at Easton
College and the two learning situations
complemented each other really
effectively. I could learn about colour
in the winter garden at Easton and then
see most of the key plants (Hamemelis
mollis, Chimonanthus praecox,
hellebores etc.) on my next visit at Elsing.
I learned more in the year than I could
possibly document here but here are
some key experiences. First, I learned
about gardening in a variety of planting
situations and on a vast scale. Elsing has
a sheltered walled garden as well as dry,
south-facing terraces near the house,
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waterside beds, a bog garden, arboretum
and parkland. The range of plants
reflects the varying areas and I struggled
initially with trying to remember so many
new names and varieties. The scale of
the planting was new to me, too. I wasn’t
used to spending hours cutting back just
one stand of herbaceous plants; I spent
three whole days in August dividing and
replanting irises! I could probably do it
in my sleep.
I also experienced the pattern of
gardening through a full year. I saw the
tulips (‘Rose Emperor’ and ‘Purissima’)
that I planted on my very first day
provide a dazzling carpet of colour the
following March; I watched roses that I
laboriously pruned from December to
March shoot rapidly in subsequent weeks
and give a spectacular display of blooms

Norfolk Gardens
in June and July; I put the garden to bed
for the winter, and so on.
I was able to become acquainted with
plants previously unfamiliar to me:
plants like the swamp cypress (Taxodium
distichum) on the edge of the moat with
its extraordinary aerial root structures
(pneumatophores); Tetrapanax papyrifer
in the walled garden; the unique
collection of roses, of which ‘Duchess
d’Angloueme’ and Fantin Latour were
favourites. Elsing also has a wonderful
collection of trees: catalpas (three
varieties); Cercis (a white-flowered variety
as well as the mauve one); Paulownia;
Davidia; Liriodendron; Citrus trifoliata
and Albizia, as well as a striking
collection of conifers (three specimens of
each variety).
One tangential observation that I also
took away from the placement was the
effectiveness of apprenticeship as a way
of learning. Having experienced plenty
of traditional educational methods
during my life this was the first time
that I acquired knowledge and skill by
working alongside an expert. As well as
having my endless questions patiently
answered I could also watch someone
else going about various gardening tasks
and try out their methods for myself. I
suppose this is how craft skills have been
passed on down the centuries but I was
struck by how effectively I learned – and
retained (mostly!) – the knowledge I
acquired.
WFGA trainees are currently working in
a number of Norfolk gardens, including
Holkham, Houghton Hall, Hilborough
and Wiveton, and WFGA are always

keen to hear from garden owners who
are willing to take a trainee on. If
permanent employment opportunities
are available some trainees stay on in
their placement gardens while others,
like me, use their experience to set up
their own gardening business. There is
currently a skill shortage in horticulture
and my experience at Elsing meant I
was well placed to set up on my own. I
currently work in a number of gardens in
and around Norwich. I only wish I had
been brave enough to take the plunge
years ago.

Heartfelt thanks to Patrick, Han Yang
and Robin for a wonderful year at Elsing.
Women’s Farm and Garden Association:
http://www.wfga.org.uk/
Tel: 01285 658339
Sarah Scott:
TrowelsAndTribulations@gmail.com
A Geology graduate from Trinity College Dublin, Sarah
has lived in Norwich with her family for the past twenty
years. She works in gardens in and around Norwich.
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Karen Roseberry, Yeoman’s Cottage, Rockland All Saints.
How big is your garden?
Not big enough! 0.4acre all told.
What was it like when
you arrived?
A Colorado Spruce filled
the ‘lawn’ and the whole
garden was full of ground
elder, brambles, nettles,
hawthorn etc, with
generous heaps of flint,
rubble and old junk.

The ‘Pickery’
‘Sundown’ Dining Deck

Best in
Spring

Yeoman’s
Cottage
Tree
nursery

Bees, Bugs and
Butterflies

Leaf Mold
and
Compost
bins

‘Hot’ Border

Woodland
‘Hop’
Exotic-ish /
Lush Bit
‘Dry Riverbed’

… and as it is now?
Crammed! Full of colour and wildlife with
zoned areas. Two main borders: the ‘hot’ one
faces west and is full of zingy dahlias including
the great ‘David Howard’, rudbeckias,
echinaceas, salvias and bright clashing
annuals; opposite, the ‘marshmallow’ border
receives less sunshine so the predominant
planting of whites and pinks is enhanced by
old fashioned roses, cosmos, hydrangeas, and
dahlias such as ‘Honka Pink’.
The little ‘Woodland Hop’ at the bottom
of the garden is full of leafy delights: ferns,
hostas, hydrangeas, bamboos, hellebores
and oddities such as the charmingly named
podophyllum ‘Spotty Dotty’. Next to this is

Marshmallow border
Wild & Wayward

the wildlife pond which is a favourite place of
mine to sit and watch the birds and the beasts
- we have grass snakes, newts and dragonflies
as regular visitors. The gravel garden is
mainly planted with glaucous-leaved plants
and luscious velvety, purple-black, chocolatescented bearded irises in early summer.
We’re both creative so the garden is full of
sculptures, upcycled objects and seating.
What is your favourite part of the garden?
This week, the front shady border sprinkled
with snowdrops & hellebores.
Which are your top ten plants?
Tulips, roses, clematis (especially the
vitecellas), dahlias, sweet peas, zinnias,
tithonias, ferns, cosmos, anything scented and
my absolute favourite tree is ‘Acer griseum’.
Particular challenges?
The whole garden has a layer of flint and
rubble (old building footings) a spade’s depth
down. One plant in means a bucket full of
stones hoiked out with a mattock and then a
hunt for topsoil to refill.
What plans for the garden?
To sell it and move to a bigger one!
Yeoman’s Cottage will open for the NGS in August.
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Longwood Gardens, Philadelphia, USA
By Marjorie Wilson

During a visit to the USA in September

2015 I was recommended to visit
Longwood Gardens in Philadelphia, so I
took the opportunity to escape New York
City and boarded a train. Longwood
Gardens were created and designed for
the businessman and philanthropist
Pierre S du Pont in 1907 and this visit
was the highlight of our trip.
Recorded stewardship of the land
known as Longwood Gardens began
in the 1700 when a Quaker farmer,
George Pierce, purchased 402 acres of
this English-claimed land from William
Penn’s commissioners. Before that it was
inhabited by the native Lenni Lenape

tribe, who fished, hunted and planted
its fields. George and his descendants
cleared and farmed the rich land. In
1730 one of George’s sons built the
brick farmhouse that, now enlarged
now, still stands. Over the years George’s
descendants planted an arboretum which
eventually covered 15 acres. The name
Longwood itself probably came from a
nearby stretch of forest know locally as
The Long Woods.
Over the years, the heirs to the land lost
interest and allowed the arboretum to
deteriorate. July 1906 brought changes
and development of the Gardens begun.
Pierre du Pont was 36 years old when he
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purchased the land, primarily to preserve
the trees but he didn’t stop there … much
of what visitors see today is testament to
Pierre du Pont’s remarkable vision for
Longwood Gardens. Following no grand
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plan he began creating these gardens,
starting with the Flower Garden Walk.
In addition to his travels Pierre also
built an impressive record of success in
corporate America. This allowed him
and his wife Alice to give generously to
public schools, hospitals and universities,
but his chief love was gardening. Pierre
du Pont was a well-travelled man who
had attended several world fairs and
expositions and was impressed by grand
architecture and the latest technology.
He was particularly fascinated by the
huge display of water pumps at 1876
Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia,
perhaps explaining his interest in water
features and effects in gardens.
The Flower Walk, where it all began,
is especially delightful in the spring
and summer. Early September may not
have been the best time to see it but the
remnants of some great planting were
very evident. Particularly impressive
were vivid blue Eustoma grandiflorum
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(Lisianthus) and dahlias in huge variety
of colours. Celosia – an annual we
don’t often see here – was planted in
abundance. Salvia, a plant which I have
taken a real shine to, were everywhere
too, a feast for the eyes. Spring must be
wonderful since Longwood is planted
with huge bold swathes of tulips.
Longwood Gardens have something
for everyone and a day wasn’t long
enough to explore the entire acreage.
We began our experience in the Topiary
Garden where some of the topiary was
neatly clipped into unrecognisable large
creatures. Beyond lay the rose garden,
mostly ‘over’, but still showing memories
of well tended and well grown roses. One
of the results of Pierre’s ‘Grand Style’
gardening was a stunning conservatory
to provide a perpetual Eden. The
displays here are breath-taking. It was
a real joy to see plants so happy and
reaching their potential. The walkways
between these displays, with trickling
fountains in the background, give these
vast conservatories an air of wonder
and huge enjoyment. To see plants from
my home, the Western Cape of South
Africa, growing so well in these light

airy spaces was amazing. I applaud the
designers for their choice of form and
colour – what fun to be able to do this
for each season.
The du Pont’s chose to share their
garden right from its inception. There are
‘public spaces’ throughout the garden,
both within the glasshouses and in the
open, where entertainment took place.
Nowadays they have outdoor light display
shows and Open Air Fountain light
shows; Christmas must be magical!
It is hard to do this garden justice,
exquisite flowers, majestic trees,
dazzling fountains, fairy tale meadows,
extravagant conservatories, starlit theatre
– all of these comprise this magnificent
garden. Here, horticulture and gardening
arts meet, supported by modern
technology.

Looking forward, the Main Fountain
Garden is currently being restored.
And if you are interested in finding out
more about these gardens please visit:
newheights.longwoodgardens.org.
Marjorie is a garden designer and Head Gardener of the
Plantation Garden, Norwich ‘A beautiful Secret Garden
in the Heart of Norwich’ - plantationgarden.co.uk
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Norfolk Gardens Trust Research Group’s New Project –
How you can help by Sally Bate
In Spring 2016 The Royal Academy

staged a Buoyed up by the positive
reaction to last year’s NGT publication,
Capability Brown in Norfolk, and the
500+ copies sold to-date (mid-January),
the NGT Research Group has already
started their new project on the work
of Humphry Repton and the Regency
Garden in Norfolk (1790 – 1820).
2018 is the 200th anniversary of the
death of Repton. Although born in 1752
in Bury St Edmunds, Repton’s family
moved to Norwich and he attended
Norwich School before becoming
apprenticed into the textile trade
when aged 16. He was quite successful
trading as a general merchant before
an inheritance from his parents in
1778 enabled him, along with his wife
Mary and their family, to start a new
life as a country squire in Sustead near
Aylsham. He worked in Dublin for
his close friend William Windham of
Felbrigg during the latter’s brief spell as
Chief Secretary to the Lord Lieutenant
of Ireland. Around 1783 the Repton
family relocated to Harestreet in Essex
while Humphry supported Windham’s
political campaigns and worked with
John Palmer on a scheme for safer
mail-coaches. Repton was a prolific
writer, keen artist, musician and was an
optimistic and affable companion to
members of the fashionable society of
the day.
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Engraving of Humphry Repton 1802 by William Holl
the elder, after Samuel Shelley.

In 1778 Repton’s first landscape
commission came from Jeremiah Ives for
his new house and grounds in Catton on
the northern outskirts of Norwich. Later
in the same year he worked on an area
of Holkham Park for Thomas William
Coke, First Earl of Leicester. Both these
commissions saw the first productions of
what was to become Repton’s trademark
proposal documents – his ‘Red Books’.
Kay Sanecki’s map [ref 1] of England
and Wales shows 220 known Repton
sites with a large concentration of these
in and around London. However, we
believe there are potentially 17 sites in
Norfolk connected to, or designed by,
Humphry Repton.
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Although Repton survived serious
injuries in a carriage accident in 1811,
they left him permanently impaired until
his death on 6th April 1818. His grave
can be seen against the south chancel
wall of Aylsham church; the railed-off
area is planted with roses by the Norfolk
Gardens Trust and maintained by Bob
Partridge.
Here’s how you and the Trust’s friends
can help…
During, and after, the writing of
Capability Brown in Norfolk we
discovered that the NGT membership
is a wealth of untapped treasures and
information. Please, if you own – or
know of – paintings, sketches, plans
or documents relating to one of the
Repton sites below, or any Norfolk
property whose grounds were created
or re-designed circa 1790 -1820, we’d
be excited to hear about them; contact
(sally@bate.vianw.co.uk or 0788 190
7735). All sources will be credited in a
publication unless the owner(s) would
prefer to remain anonymous and
withhold the location of their item.
Repton sites: Barningham Hall,
Beeston Hall, Blickling Hall, Bolwick
Hall (Marsham), Bracondale Lodge
(Norwich), Catton Park (Norwich),
Felbrigg Hall, Gunton Hall, Hanworth
Hall, Holkham Hall, Honing Hall,
Hoveton Hall, Lyng Old Rectory,
Northrepps Hall, Sheringham Hall,
Witton Hall (near North Walsham) and
Wood Hall (Hilgay)
Other sites whose grounds/gardens we
are interested in: Barwick House, Caistor
St Edmund Hall, Colney Hall, Congham

Very little remains of Repton’s design for Bracondale
Lodge. This arch and some foundations from a garden
building are still visible in the woods behind County
Hall, and were fashioned for Philip Martineau from
stone removed from the Cathedral site in 1804.
Photo: Sally Bate

Hall, Denton Hall, Ditchingham House
and Lodge, Diss Park (now a hotel),
Earlham Hall, Easton Hall, Earsham
Hall, Fring - White House, Geldeston
Hall, Gillingham Hall, Gunthorpe
Hall, Hillington Hall, Holme Hale
Hall, Middleton Hall, Mundesley - The
Rookery, Paston Hall, Narborough
House, Hargham Hall, Raveningham
Hall, Riddlesworth Hall, Stratton
Strawless Hall, Shotesham Hall, Stradsett
Hall, Stow Bardolf Hall, Sustead Hall
and Taverham Hall.
Sally Bate (NGT Research Group Co-ordinator)
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Obituary

The Norfolk Gardens Trust is sad to

report the death of Ronald Carlile
Buxton of Kimberley Hall, on 10th
January 2017. Mr Buxton was too poorly
to attend our launch evening at Kimberley
last October, for Capability Brown in
Norfolk. However, we were pleased that
his wife Phyllida was able to show him a
copy which featured the wonderful aerial
photograph of Kimberley Park, taken by
his son Robbie, on the front cover.
Mr Buxton was a chartered structural
engineer and director for the steel
construction company H. Young & Co.,
which moved in 1995 to Wymondham
from London. His keen interest in
politics saw him stand as the Conservative
candidate for Leyton on six occasions. He
unexpectedly overturned a 7,296 Labour
majority in a by-election in January 1965
and served as the Member of Parliament
until the following general election in
March 1966. He was an experienced
pilot and talented musician; local people
fondly remember attending, or playing in,
school music concerts in the Hall.
The 4th Earl of Kimberley put his
Norfolk estate up for sale in an auction
held at the Royal Hotel in Norwich on
25th July 1958, thus ending 574 years of
Wodehouse family ownership. The estate
was sold off in several lots and Mr Buxton
had to outbid a demolition company
to buy Kimberley Hall and 400 acres
of parkland. He subsequently bought
another 100 acres of woodland. At the
time of purchase the park and house were
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in very poor
condition and
a programme
of clearing,
dredging
and remedial
works ensued.
Mr and
Mrs Buxton
married in
1959 and
before they
could move into the Hall, 500 bats had
to be encouraged to move elsewhere!
It is heartening to see the continuing
restoration work being carried out by
their son Robbie and his wife Iona,
and the establishment of a picturesque
wedding and event venue.
We are certain that without his timely
purchase in 1958 the beautiful Lancelot
Brown park with its older magnificent
oaks would have suffered greatly, or – if
its central house had been demolished
– disappeared completely. We send our
sincere condolences to Mr Buxton’s
family.

Information from:
Obituary for Ronald Buxton, Telegraph, 17th Jan. 2017
Kimberley Hall, Norfolk, Vanessa A.C. Buxton,
www.historicengland.org.uk/listing/1001007

Photo © National Portrait Gallery, London

Mr Ronald Buxton
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AGM at The Narthex, Cathedral of St John the
Baptist, Unthank Road, Norwich NR2 2PA
peace and tranquility and a glimpse into
a bygone age.

There will be an opportunity to explore
the Cathedral’s charming private
garden lovingly cultivated by wonderful
volunteers and also to explore the
nearby Plantation Garden, a Grade II
English Heritage listed garden which
was established 140 years ago in an
abandoned chalk quarry by Henry
Trevor, a Norwich shopkeeper. The
garden comprises nearly 3 acres and
its features include a Gothic fountain,
flower beds, lawns, an Italianate
terrace, ‘Medieval’ wall, summer-house,
woodland walkways and a rustic bridge.
It is an idiosyncratic garden, a haven of

Home-made teas will be on sale following
the AGM.

Photo courtesy Bev Cogman

The AGM will take place in King
Henry’s Room at The Narthex.

Kettle Hill, The Downs, Langham Rd, Blakeney, NR25 7PN
Kettle Hill is a hidden treasure
overlooking the village of Morston to the
sea. The garden is made up of several
garden rooms including a Mediterraneaninspired fruit garden, walled garden, wild
flower meadow and sunken rose garden.
Its seasons of interest start in early spring
and last until the first frost, but the
topiary within the garden preserve points
of interest year round. The garden has
been created by its owner Mrs Richard
Winch over the last 25 years and more
recently with help from RHS Gold medal
winning garden designer Tamara Bridge.
Tamara started redesigning the planting
scheme throughout the garden in 2013

and has most recently designed the fruit
garden in 2015.
Wednesday 31st May 2017 2-5pm.
Home-made teas
Entry £4 for Members; £5 for Guests
By kind invitation of Mrs Richard Winch
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Booton Hall, Church Rd, Booton, Norwich NR10 4NZ
Piers and Cecilia D’Anyers Willis moved
back from Asia and into the hall some
two and a half years ago. As it now
stands, the house dates back to early
Georgian days and has a somewhat
quirky architecture, albeit in a warm pink
brick, courtesy of the roof having been
raised around 1780 to make more room
in the attic floor. Coming back to the
UK quite late in life, Piers and Cecilia
decided they had
one chance to create
something afresh, and
with the design skills
and able assistance of
Susannah McDougall,
and Gill Gorringe’s
helpful guidance on
plants, ploughed up the
walled garden and got
to work. Outside the
walled garden, the focus
has been on planting
a small orchard,

developing some large new shrub beds by
the pond, and making a start on a Spring
garden in a copse beyond which will be
at its best from Christmas to May when
the leaf canopy will take over.
Friday 30th June 2017 2-5pm.
Home-made teas
Entry £4 for Members; £5 for Guests
By kind invitation of
Piers and Cecilia D’Anyers Willis

Tudor Lodgings, Castle Acre, Norfolk PE32 2AN
Tudor Lodgings is a 15th century house,
the grounds of which incorporate part of
the Norman earthworks of the delightful
village of Castle Acre, and has beautiful
views out over the River Nar. The
previous owner (and relation) bought
the derelict house from the Holkham
estate in the late sixties when Brenda
Colvin sketched out a plan on the back
of an envelope and the garden has been
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developing ever since. An 18th century
pigeon cote stands in the two acre garden
which is divided into areas which contain
recently-planted blocks of ornamental
grasses, colourful borders, lawns and
topiary. The knot garden is inspired by
Mondrian. A productive fruit cage fills
the vegetable garden and the natural wild

spaces include a shepherd hut and an
informal pond.
Wednesday 13th September 2017 2-5pm.
Home-made teas
Entry £4 for Members; £5 for Guests
By kind invitation of
Gus and Julia Stafford Allen

The Arts and Crafts Garden
An illustrated talk by Sarah Rutherford on her book of the same title
Watson & Crick Room, John Innes
Centre, Norwich NR4 7UH
Sarah Rutherford explores the winding
paths and meticulously shaped hedges,
the gazebos and gateways, the formal
terraces and the billowing border
plantings that characterised the Arts and
Crafts movement.
Saturday 7th October 2017 - 2pm
Entry: £5 Members; £6 Guests
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Alicia Amherst

Victorian & Edwardian Horticulturalist and Author (1865-1941)
Watson &
Crick Room,
John Innes
Centre,
Norwich
NR4 7UH
An illustrated
talk by Susan
Minter based
on her book
The Well-Connected Gardener, a
biography of Alicia Amherst, later Lady
Rockley, the Victorian and Edwardian
horticulturalist with strong Norfolk
connections.
Wednesday 22nd November 2017 - 2pm
Tea
Entry: £5 Members; £6 Guests

ADVANCE NOTICE 2018
Saturday 10th March			
Annual Tate Talk Humphry Repton
by Professor Tom Williamson
Saturday 21st April
Annual General Meeting

About the website

Norfolk Gardens Trust website - www.norfolkgt.org.uk
Many of you will have noticed that

our Norfolk Gardens Trust website
underwent a transformation a couple
of years ago, thanks to a collaboration
between Sue Guest (former NGT
Secretary) and David King and Brian
Ellis (NGT members and webmasters).
It is the most up-to-date way of finding
out about our latest news and event
programmes, seeing pictures and reports
from our garden visits and hearing about
research projects and planning issues.
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We are keen that members and guest
viewers not only look at the NGT website
but feel that they too can contribute
to its pages. If you have taken good
quality photographs at our events or of
a Norfolk garden or landscape, please
do send them to David and Brian
(lokecottage@hotmail.com) so they can
share them with us all.
Photographs need to be a minimum of 1Mb in size (select
‘full size’ option if requested); the webmasters reserve the
right to crop images for the best results.
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Trust

Committee
The President Lord Walpole,
walpolerh@parliament.uk
Chairman Matthew Martin
mtmartindairy@aol.com
Vice Chairman Sally Bate
sally@bate.vianw.co.uk
Membership Secretary Anthony Stimpson
stimpson4@gmail.com
Secretary Maureen Kimbley
maureen.norfolkgardenstrust@gmail.com
Treasurer Peter Woodrow
Peterwoodrow235@btinternet.com
Events Karen Moore
moore.karen@icloud.com
NGT News Editor Sue Roe
sueroe8@icloud.com

Members
Graham Innes
yareval@yahoo.com
Joanne Kidd
mjoannekidd@hotmail.com
Roger Last
rl19@btinternet.com
Peter de Bunsen
T: 01508 491648
NGT News Volunteers
Editor Clive Lloyd
clivelloyd2@icloud.com
Designer Karen Roseberry
me@karenroseberry.co.uk

Website Jenny Dyer
jennifer.dyer.16@outlook.com
Carol Keene
carolinekeene4@gmail.com

Call For Articles
We welcome suggestions for articles to
be included in future issues of the NGT
News. These could be pieces you are
prepared to write or just thoughts about
articles you would like to see in the
News. We are interested in ideas about
gardens in Norfolk (or further afield),
historical research, gardening, plants,
people in gardening etc. In the first
instance send us an email at:

Readers’ Gardens
If you would like your garden to be
featured in the NGT News please
contact us. We welcome hearing
about all gardens big or small, town
or country and whether you are
open to the public or not.
Contact: sueroe8@icloud.com

sueroe8@icloud.com
Sue Roe and Clive Lloyd, Editors
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